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CHAPTER 24 

THE INTERACTIVE NOTEBOOK 

Okay, pop quiz.  What is recyclable, filled with work, saves me time, keeps my 

students organized, keeps me organized, is neat, handles make-up work, and eases my 

grading…no, it is not my future teacher assistant that will be in my room when those 

lottery numbers 54  come through…it is my Student Interactive Notebooks.  Yeah, 

notebooks!  I did not invent the interactive notebook; some enterprising teacher out in 

California was the creator.  According to the conference I attended 15 years ago, this 

teacher in the Napa Valley area taught a lot of migrant worker children.  These kids 

could not afford to purchase the textbook so the teacher <obviously a lover of children> 

made accommodations and purchases 70-page spiral notebooks and created notebooks 

for these children.  Eventually, the light came on and he figured out that he could 

combine teacher-directed materials like readings and handouts, with workbook like 

assignments into a single organized notebook.  The skies opened and sunlight streamed 

from the darkness into the teacher classroom and Michelle Rhee announced that public 

education was good and children glowed with understanding!!  Well, it was something 

like that. 

This chapter is not going to tell you how to do interactive notebooks in your class.  

I am just going to tell you how it works in my class…modify it to work for you! 

 

THE SUPPLIES.  Okay, I buy most of the supplies needed in my room.  

Thankfully, the Back-2-School sales make it financially manageable for me.  No kid 

loses ground in my class over school supplies.  That being said here are my supplies 

that I start with: 

 

                                                 
54 When I win the lottery for $500 million my plan is to keep teaching, but to hire a couple classroom assistants to 
help with the things that I hate doing (e.g., taking attendance, filling out forms, etc.)  I also want a bouncer at the 
door so my classroom is like an exclusive club…there will be lists!   
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1. 3 Composition Notebooks for me. 

2. 6 tape dispensers 

3. 40 rolls of tape 

4. 32 bottles of glue 

5. 30 boxes of colored pencils 

6. 100 70-page one subject notebooks 

7. A milk crate for each class 

I probably spend $100 a year of my own money for classroom supplies.  This is 

probably true for most teachers.  Some teachers spend money on themed 

classrooms…me, I spend on class supplies.  The good thing is that shopping early saves 

me BIG money…I chase EVERY loss leader…1¢ sales, BOGO, clearance racks, Goodwill, 

everywhere…I will post receipts from this year’s shopping just to give you an idea of 

the cost. 

MECHANICS OF USING A NOTEBOOK.  First, think of the 

notebook as you building your very own textbook.  You control the content and, most 

importantly, YOU control the checks for understanding!  In order to help in the 

understand of the notebook  

 

I tell my students that expensive notebooks don’t make a difference in their 

grade.  I encourage them to buy the cheapest notebook...last year the one-subject 

notebooks cost me 12¢ a piece.   

 

STEP 1.  Have students get a notebook.  I have them 

buy 3 notebooks (1st 9 Weeks, 2nd 9 Weeks, and a combined 

3rd/4th 9 Weeks notebook at I collect at the mid-term in the 

4th 9 Weeks <ISTEP State testing, our outdoor experience program, 

and my big literature unit all occur in the 4th 9 Weeks so getting a 

notebook for that grading period is a waste>. 
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On my grading rubric, there is a part about the overall condition of the notebook.  

My students are taught to protect the notebook.  They don’t tear pages out of it, there is 

no other work in the notebook, and there are not love notes in it.  We set up the 

notebook pretty quickly into the school year...normally on the first Monday of the of the 

school year <we traditionally begin on Wednesday>.   

 

STEP 2.  I put each of these steps onto 

a PowerPoint and step my kids through each 

step <that is a lot of steps>.  You will only have 

to go into this detail once as the kids will be 

able set the other notebooks quickly on their 

own. 

 

First, I have them write their name, class period, and grading period on the 

inside front cover. 

 

The first notebook page is reserved for the cover page.  I have my kids write 

cover page lightly in pencil in the upper right hand 

corner.   The cover page will become a summary of our 

learning for the 9 weeks.  We spend a day reviewing 

what we learned and transferring the learning to the 

cover page. 

 

Madison’s notebook cover pages had some 3-

dimensional elements and theme music when you 

opened the front page <she cannibalized a greeting 

card>.  This notebook is from the first 9 weeks so lots of 

the learning applies uniquely to my class.  This is great cover page and the art is not 
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terrific…it is more important to have artistic effort than artistic skill. 

STEP 3.  On the next two pages the students keep a table of contents.  First, 

students write “Table of Contents” at the top 

of each page.  Then, student draws a NEAT 

vertical line splitting each page in two.  I 

have students number each page column.  I 

have them stop at 100 because I have never 

used more than 100 pages.   

 

One of the other big advantages to the 

“I” notebook is that every kid in all six of my classes has the same assignment on the 

exact same page <in real life I am on the border to disorganized before you think my mother 

potty-trained me at gunpoint> … this makes it so easy to do a status check on an 

assignment because all that has to come out of my mouth is turn to page 16.   

 

 STEP 4.  Numbering pages is next.  

I prefer for the kids to number pages in the 

bottom outside corner, but that comes 

from years of grading notebooks and 

thumbing pages from the bottom.   Just 

have them number a couple pages on the 

first notebook and make numbering the 

rest of the notebook bell work for the next 

day.  Again we just number to number 100.   

 

 

 

There are a couple of mechanical things that experience has taught me. 
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1. Use half-sheets of paper as much as 

possible.  Saves on paper and is easy to 

glue/tape into the notebook.  Teach your 

students how to glue in pages <junior high kids 

like to use A LOT of glue…teach the behaviors 

you want and demonstrate how you want things 

done>.   

 

2. I use a lot more tape 

than glue.  When taping in full-

sized pages it is important  to 

tape in the pages in sideways and 

fold the page slightly inside the 

notebook page so the paper does 

not stick out of the notebook.  

This will protect the pages.  Have 

students crease the page with 

their thumbnail for a nice clean 

edge. 

 

 

3. It is also easy to 

tape multiple pages on one 

page.  This is handy for any 

readings you want students to 

keep that are multiple pages in 

length.  My students have 
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taped in up to 8 pages on one page, but it can be a little bulky for my tastes.  The crease 

with the thumbnail is more important  when multiple pages are tape on to one page. 

 

MANAGING THE INTERACTIVE NOTEBOOK ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS. 

Organization is not my strong suit.  My desk 

at time can look like my oldest teenage daughter’s 

bedroom <Caitlin is going to kill me for this>.  The 

interactive notebook has been the most organized 

part of my teaching life.  Below are some helpful 

hints to making the interactive notebook easier to 

manage: 

 

TRAIN YOUR STUDENTS TO PICK UP PAPERS AND START 

WORK BEFORE YOU ENTER THE ROOM.  In my classroom there is 

a 2’ x 3’ little table that students pick up papers from when they 

come into the room.  Instructions are always on my front screen.   I 

love Harry Wong and own two different copies of his book, The 

First Days of School.  In the beginning of the year there is a lot of 

practicing of the things they should do on a routine basis.   

 

KEEP A MASTER NOTEBOOK FOR YOURSELF.  Last 

summer was the year of making my custom podium.  I like to refer to it as my double-

wide.  One of the MANY benefits <many is emphasized for those that may have 

accused me of ‘just wanting to build stuff’> of my podium is that is large enough to 

keep my master “I” notebook out and available.   I don’t necessarily do all the work in 

the notebook…though I try to do all the quick meta-cognition activities.   
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KEEP SUPPLIES ON HAND.  I keep on hand the supplies to work on the 

notebooks.  Some students bring their own tape and colored pencils, but there are 

always supplies in my classroom.  Just having the supplies available is not enough 

<nothing in teaching is easy ☺>, you have to teach them how to collect, use, and return 

supplies.  If you don’t, your frustration will only increase <please remember my daughter’s 

messy bedroom…to ease my frustration I close the door because arguing with my 18-year old 

getting ready to go to college daughter is a lose-lose proposition>.  Since I keep a notebook 

myself, it provides me with clear insight into EXACTLY what supplies we will use that 

day; therefore, those are the only supplies that I put out on the supply table <my supply 

table is a small 4 foot banquet table painted red>.  Specifically this is how I handle each 

type of supply: 

 

1. Tape.  Repeat after me, “I will not 

let students have tape dispensers on their 

desks”; say it one more time with gusto 

<raising your hands in the air and punching the 

ceiling fan is optional>.  I teach junior high….if 

you teach junior high, enough said…if your 

kids are angels and you could leave them without a sub for a couple days…ignore my 

advice.  There are two good methods of getting tape out.  One, is to have a student who 

knows by sight what an inch of tape looks like go buy at the exact moment in time the 

tape is needed and give each student the number of pieces on the back of hand of the 

student needing tape <resist the temptation to put the pieces on the edge of the desks…filled 

with danger>.  The other option is to pass the tape dispensers down the rolls sideways 

<always sideways to keep the hitting down when one student wants to pass something and the 

other student is not paying attention>.   

2. Glue.  The type of glue makes no difference.  The cheaper the better.  I use 

white glue and glue sticks.  Glue sticks are stored in old coffee cans that I spray paint 

and Modge Podge on a picture of a glue sticks.  Storing glue bottles is a different thing 
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as it would make more sense to store the glue bottles upright.  In order to store the 

bottle neatly  

3. Colored Pencils.  I number the colored pencils boxes and put out the 

colored pencil storage box when they are needed.  I have a plastic drawer stack that has 

extra colored pencils in it.  I find a lot of colored pencils on the hallway floor <oddly I 

find more brown and white colored pencils than the coveted blue…why is that?> 

 

TRY TO KEEP LINKED RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE ASSIGNMENTS TOGETHER.  

It is more effective and easier to work on an assignment when the right side information 

source is right in front of the student.  It is okay to leave a page blank.  In fact, a lot of 

times come up where you need a review page…a place for spontaneous displays of 

understanding.  These blank pages will get used or not, it is no big deal.    

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT SIDE ASSIGNMENTS.    

 

In its purest form, the Interactive Notebook differentiates between left side and 

right side working.  In the simplest form the right side is the teacher-directed materials 

(e.g., readings, notes, maps, class guides, etc.) and the left-side is the student-directed 

work (graphic organizers, meta-cognition activities, and any expression of the student’s 

understanding).   

 

Creating left side assignments is not hard.  My left-side assignments focus on 

students understanding what they just read, heard, or saw.  I like a visual nature, when 

possible, to the assignment to allow for students to be creative, but also give room for 

80-10-10 work <remember it is not the quality of the art, it is the work that went into the art>. 

 

I have listed below some left-side assignments.  Where possible there is an 

example. 
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Left Side – Student Directed Visual Examples 

SENSORY FIGURES – This is a staple 

for me.  When you study historical figure 

there is a need to humanize these figures.  

We draw an exquisite looking stick figure in 

the center of the page and write to the 

“senses”:   

(1) Brain – “What does he or she think?” 

(2) Ears – “What does he or she hear?” 

(3) Eyes – “What does he or she see?” 

(4) Mouth – “What does he or she say?” 

(5) Heart – “What does he or she feel?” 

(6) Hands – “What does he or she do?” 

(7) Feet – “Where does he or she go?” 

 

 

 

HISTORICAL ROAD MARKERS – 

Places should only be taught if the events at 

that spot change the world, because why else 

would you teach the location?  Students 

should be able to write not only why the 

location is famous, but what impact did the 

events have on history’s timeline. 
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READER RESPONSE JOURNALS – I 

like reader response journals.  This is where 

Pinterest can help.  There are so many ideas 

for prompts and graphic organizers there.  

For me the key to a good reader response is 

that it is tiered: (1) Did you understand at a 

concrete level, (2) Can you connect the 

reading to something in your personal or 

academic life, and (3) Can you comprehend 

at a deeper level (metaphoric, subtle, 

between the lines, etc.) 

 

HISTORICAL RECIPE CARDS – This 

is a terrific assignment for kids to stretch and 

impress.  For example, assign kids to make a 

recipe for a “Civilization”.  The 

“Ingredients” can be concrete things like 

music, education, and specialization; 

however, students can expand into abstract 

ideas like “will to be more” and “live more 

than just survive”. 

 

GRAFFITI WALLS – This assignment 

is great for short and long understanding 

checks.  The example on the right is a long 

term check…it required facts and quotes 

from a source document along with the 

graffiti wall art.  
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6 WORD STORIES – I love six word 

stories.  It is a great way to show 

understanding and cut right to the point. 

 

VISUAL METAPHORS – Another 

place where kids can push their proof of 

learning.  Personally metaphors are a 

powerful way to show understanding; 

simply put it is hard to fake a metaphor.   

 

NOTECARD REDUCTIONS – 

Students can have a hard time determining 

what is the most important information in a 

reading.  This activity makes that 

discernment visible.   
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STORYBOARDS.  Storyboards are a 

visual timeline of events…less date 

dependent and more event dependent.  

Simply  

 

Visual Timelines 
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Bumper Stickers 

 

Chained Events 

 

Foldables 
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Who Am I?  Visual Clues 

 

Facebook Page 

 

Rising & Falling Actions 
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Thinking at Right Angles 

 

Venn Diagrams 

 

Totem Poles 
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Learning Walls 

 

 

 


